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NO ONE really notices 
small cracks in the mud 
on the earth’s surface. 
We walk past them, 

glancing over them, unsuspecting their 
importance. Until one day, these cracks 
cross paths and a much bigger, more 
dangerous hole forms a gaping pit in the 
earth’s belly.  
 
This is the metaphorical landscape that we 
encountered over the past year that our 
generation will never forget.  
The economic system as we 
knew it was shattered and 
every day the abyss seemed 
to get deeper and wider. The 
more we peered into it, the 
more news we heard, the 
worse it seemed. Many tried 
to guess its dimensions, to 
chart its elusive bottom, but 
it was unlike anything we had ever seen. 
From June ’08 to March ’09 the world’s 
major indicies suffered over 60% losses 
from their highs and many pensions, 
retirements, dreams, fortunes, savings and 
legacies were lost or hugely devalued. We 
know this- it’s history already.  
 
But we live in a world where sentiment 
changes as quickly as time, so as the year 
draws to an end I find myself pondering 
the questions- Where are we now? What 
happens next?  
 
When I attended the World Economic 
Forum in Davos two years ago, the 
newest addition to economic lingo was 
‘decoupling’- the idea that developing 
economies could drive world economic 

growth to the extent that their 
dependence on the US was now relatively 
less significant. Its validity was debated in  
many a forum and formed a cornerstone 
for many an investment thesis. The theory 
seemed to indicate that if the global 
economy was a giant superhero, it had 
transformed from one with a single source 
of energy to one with several smaller and 
more efficient turbos that all contributed 
to its strength. Two years on and it seems 
the theory has had a stage on which to 
perform and be tested, and it seems to 
have held its own.  
 

Whilst it is undeniable 
that the crisis was felt in 
every corner of the world, 
it is safe to say that some 
nations, those once 
completely dependent on 
the state of the American 
economy, have emerged 
less scathed. According to 
John Ross of the 

Shanghai Tao University, China has 
already this year surpassed the US as the 
world’s largest generator of investment 
capital with around $2 trillion versus 
America’s $1.4 trillion. Much of this 
Chinese money has poured into Latin 
America and Africa. As a result, for the first 
time in modern history, these developing economies 
were not the worst hit; much of this as a 
direct result of China’s strong growth. 
India too continues to exhibit a cool 
confidence -sheltered and decoupled. At 
the World Economic Forum in India 
stories of vast opportunism and continued 
growth drowned out tales of economic 
woe. The bullishness of economic 
progression was omnipresent and Prime 
Minister Manmohan Singh was quick to 
remind the summit that India was on path 

“If the global economy 

was a giant superhero, it 
had transformed from one 

with a single source of 
energy to one with several 

smaller and more efficient 
turbos that all contributed 
to its strength.” 



to recovering to 8-9% growth (pre-crisis 
levels) in the short to medium term. The 
major Indian indicies have rebounded 
over 100% to exhibit just this confidence.  
The economies of many countries have 
recovered faster than the US. The 
declining US$ and its continued weakness 
have led many central banks to reject its 
importance and diversify away their 
reserves. Russia recently even opted to 
add Canadian dollars to its reserves to 
reduce dependence on the US$. So then 
maybe the decoupling theory does hold 
water, and maybe the US isn’t the 
superpower that determines their fates 
quite as it did in the past.  
 
But what is the state of the US economy? 
What’s happening there? The market has 
seen a recovery, but is it sustainable and 
lasting? 
 
I remember listening to an interview of 
Warren Buffet’s in June where he 
expressed extreme worry for the state of 
the economy and added the three most 
important keys to a recovery were jobs, 
jobs and jobs. So, if that’s the most 
important indicator for the world’s best 
investor, it’s a pretty compelling starting 
point for me too.  
 
In October, unemployment in the US 
spiked to 10.2%, the highest since 1983. 
‘The ratio of unemployed workers to job 
openings was 6.1:1 vs. 1.71:1 in 2007. 
Between November 2008 and April 2009 
employers reduced payroll by an average 
645,000 a month.’ (Daniel Gross, ‘People 
who need People’). That trend, thankfully, 
seems to be changing. In November, 
continuing claims declined by less than 
200,000 and initial jobless claims fell to 
the lowest levels since September 2008. 
Figures for subsequent months are also 
being revised down. To counterbalance 
the incredible reduction in workforce, 
corporates were forced to become more 
efficient and streamlined. Cost cutting 

measures and reduction in expenses 
meant that productivity rose to a 9.5% 
annual rate. The significance then, of a 3% 
growth in GDP in q3 suddenly seems that 
much more significant. Should this 
continue, and all indications are that it will, 
corporates will have no choice but to 
employ people again. It may be bold to say, 
but I suggest we could almost see a reversal of 
employment trends before this year is out or early 
next year. After slashing 7 million jobs in 
the last 2 years, companies may have little 
margin to cut further without threatening 
their capacity to ramp up production 
when the economy recovers. Expect this 
growth to come from the belly of 
America- its young and entrepreneurial. 
According to a study from the Kauffman 
Foundation, companies less that 5 years 
old generated almost two-thirds of all new 
jobs in 2007, so no reason to believe the 
growth won’t come from this sector too.  
 
Combine Buffet’s mantra of reduced 

unemployment as the key driver, with 
the fastest growing productivity in 40 

years, an increase in personal 
spending and durable goods orders 

and rising home sales; and maybe 
there’s enough to indicate that our 

optimism is substantiated.  
 
The problem is though that the markets 
have already rallied and many think they 
may already be too frothy; after all, based 
on 2009 earnings, the s&p trades at 

Initial Jobless Claims: March -Nov 2009 (thousands)
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19xp/e - significantly higher than the 15x 
which is the historical average. But basing 
valuations on 2009 data is not accurate; 
instead valuation must depend of future 
earnings and forward looking guidance. 
‘Next year’s operating earnings for the 
s&p 500 companies are projected to 
average $74 a share, less than 15 times 
earnings, and early indications for 2011 
are at $85 a share or 12.5x earnings.’ (Data 
from Jeremy Siegel’s research- he is a 
Professor of Finance at University of 
Pennsylvania and author of ‘Stocks for the 
Long Run’). Based on these measures 
stocks have room to run especially when 
interest rates and inflation are factored in.   
 
The US is still suffering deficits because of 
a reliance on Chinese imports and the low 
value of the yuan that keeps their exports 
so competitive. Though it seems that 
President Obama’s recent trip to China 
may have some impact on this situation, 
let’s remember that if the yuan does start a 
steady rise in 2010, it probably is because 
China is confident that the recovery in its 
own domestic economy is real and lasting 
and therefore can move away from export 
dependence. Either way, it’s a significant 
sign for the rest of the world. 
 
There are a number of concerns going 
into 2010, each of which has the potential 
to escalate or combine to strangle the 
current rally. The removal of government 
stimulus packages, dollar devaluation, 
close to zero interest rates inspiring the 
‘mother of all’ carry trades and unbridled 
inflation could all stifle the upward 
momentum.  The uncertainty hanging 
over important geopolitical issues, such as 
nuclear development in Iran, the war in 
Afghanistan and threats of terrorism 
across the globe. These are all real and 
ominous threats that could derail our 
recovery. Across countries and sectors, 
however, we continue to see pockets of 
inspiration as leading indicators suggest 
solid upturns. From the Indian GDP rate 

showing a 7.9% increase to the US weekly 
jobless claims now at a year low 
numbering below 500,000; from the rising 
house prices charting a returning strength 
in the property markets to AIG, Citi and 
Bank of America’s loan repayments 
pointing to stabilisation in the financial 
sector. There seems enough to be 
encouraged about- excited even! It is with 
tentative optimism then, that I hope to see 
green shoots growing in the cracks and 
feel that 2010 will be a year of great 
promise and recovery.  
 
 
 
 


